Welcome to the OSP Advanced Observing List
In a sincere attempt to lure more of you into trying the Advanced List, each object has a
page telling you what it is, why it’s interesting to observe, and the minimum size telescope
you might need to see it. I’ve included coordinates, the constellation each object is located
in, and either a chart or photo (or both) showing what the object looks like and how it’s
situated in the sky. All you have to do is observe and enjoy the challenge.
Stretch your skill and imagination - see something new, something unimaginably old,
something unexpected
 Even though this is a challenging list, you don’t need 20 years of observing
experience or a 20 inch telescope to be successful – although in some cases that will
help. The only way to see these cool objects for yourself is to give them a go.
 The minimum aperture listed for each object is a rough estimate. The idea is to
show approximately what size telescope might be needed to successfully observe
that particular object. The range is 3 to 28 inches.
 The visibility of each object assumes decently good OSP observing conditions.
Requirements to receive a certificate
1. There are 14 objects to choose from. Descriptive notes and/or sketches that clearly
show you observed 10 objects are needed to receive the observing certificate. For
instance, you can mark up these photos and charts with lines and arrows, and add a
few notes describing what you saw. Or make a sketch on the back of each page, and
add a few notes. Or go with however you normally record your observations.
2. Some objects have several things within them to observe. You must see all of them
for that object to count as a successful observation.
3. Observers who successfully observe 10 objects also qualify to purchase a cool
observing pin.

Howard Banich,
Chuck Dethloff and
Matt Vartanian
collaborated on this
year’s list.

What is it? NGC 7714 and NGC 7715 (Arp 284) are interacting galaxies.
Why you want to see it: NGC 7714 is a starburst nucleus galaxy, probably sparked by its encounter with NGC 7715. The
starburst is only 3 to 9 million old and is concentrated in the core of 7714. The tidal tails are streamers of stars being
pulled from both galaxies by their mutual gravitational attraction, and new stars being formed by gravitationally
compressed gas and dust (the blue streamers in the photo at the bottom of the page).
Minimum aperture needed: At magnitude 12.5, NGC 7714 should be visible in a 6 inch telescope, and at magnitude
14.4, NGC 7715 can be seen in an 8 inch scope. The tidal tails will probably need an 18 inch or larger telescope though.
Criteria for successful observation: See both galaxies. Tidal tails are optional.
Pisces
RA 23h 36m 14s
Dec +02 degrees 09m 19s

HST image of NGC 7714. The elongated
companion galaxy NGC 7715 is off the left
edge of the image.

What is it? Einstein’s Cross is a gravitationally lensed quasar. This is the most difficult object on this year’s list.
Why you want to see it: The gravitationally lensed quasar, Q2237+030 is 8 billion light years away, and is split into four
images by the foreground galaxy CGCG 378-15.
Minimum aperture needed: The foreground galaxy, CGCG 378-15 is magnitude 15.1, and the total light of the 4 images
of the lensed quasar are magnitude 16.8. An expert observer will need an 18 inch telescope and very steady seeing to
have a shot at the individual lensed images. It will take a perfect night and a 20 inch or larger scope to see all four.
Criteria for successful observation: See a box-shaped bright spot in the center of the lensing galaxy. Cool points for
resolution of any of the four lensed images.
Pegasus RA 22h 40m 30s Dec +03 degrees 21m 30s

Inset photo is an HST image of Einstein’s Cross

What is it? The quasar GSC 5789-017 is a relativistic jet pointed in our direction from a supermassive black hole in the
center of an active galaxy.
Why you want to see it: This is the second bright quasar after 3C 273 and the photons you’ll see are from its relativistic
jet 2.4 billion light years away.
Minimum aperture needed: At magnitude 14.4, it would be near the limit of an 8 inch telescope for an expert observer.
Criteria for successful observation: See the star-like image of the quasar.
Capricornus RA 21h 55m 02s Dec -09 degrees 22m 24.2s (GSC 5789-017 is the star-like object in the white dashedline circle below)

What is it? It’s a low contrast, dark molecular cloud within the much larger IC 1396 nebula. It’s nicknamed the “Elephant
Trunk Nebula” because of its shape.
Why you want to see it: This is a star formation site where the youngest stars are only around 100,000 years old. The
Elephant’s Trunk is over 20 light years long and is approximately 3000 light years away.
Minimum aperture needed: Perhaps a 4 inch can bag 1396A, but try with whatever scope you have. Also, use different
nebula filters to see if they improve your view.
Criteria for successful observation: See the long dark nebula silhouetted against IC 1396.
Cepheus
RA 21h 36m 52s
Dec +57 degrees 30m 11s

The Elephant’s Trunk nebula is in the right
center in this Alson Wong image. IC 1396 is
about 5 degrees in diameter. The brightest star
in the upper left of the image is Mu Cephei.
(http://www.alsonwongastro.com/ic1396.htm).

What is it? V404 Cyg is a black hole (12+/- 3 solar masses) with late K or early G type stellar companion that’s slightly
smaller than the Sun, orbiting each other in less than 6.5 days. They are approximately 7800 light years away.
Why you want to see it: The stellar companion is distorted into a tear drop shape (not observable) by the black holes
gravity while losing mass to a torus around the black hole. This material is consumed variably by the black hole, and
nova-like bursts were observed three times in the 20th century. The magnitude range of the outbursts is between 11.2 to
18.8 and can be variable on an hourly timescale.
Minimum aperture needed: No guarantee anything will be seen during the OSP, but you won’t know if you don’t look.
At its brightest (magnitude 11.2) it could easily be seen in a 6 inch telescope.
Criteria for successful observation: See the star-like image of V404. Extra cool points if you see it vary in brightness.
Cygnus RA 20h 24m 03.83s Dec +33 degrees 52m 02.2s

What are they? TC2, Cloud NW, NE1 and NE3 are dark core molecular clouds in the Trifid Nebula where new stars are
forming.
What are they? HD164492 is a multiple star in the Trifid Nebula, with the brightest star (HD 164492A)is a monster O7.5
star, the only one powerful enough in the Trifid to cause hydrogen gas to glow, creating the HII region. The multiple star
has components A through G.
What are they? Three thin dark filaments in the center of the Trifid that are radial to the O7.5 star, HD 164492A.
Why you want to see them: The Trifid nebula is one of only two known HII regions that were created by the collision of
molecular clouds, and is one of the more beautiful objects in the Milky Way.
Minimum aperture needed: A skilled observer can probably see these three areas within the Trifid with a 12 inch scope.
But everyone should try this challenge, because even if you don’t see all these details you’ll still have spent time with
one of the loveliest objects in the Milky Way. The use of nebula filters is encouraged.
Criteria for successful observation: See everything labeled in the photo below - the dark core molecular clouds listed
above, the multiple star HD164492 (see components A through G in the diagram below, the unlabeled star earns cool
points) and the three thin dark filaments in the center of the HII region.
Sagittarius
RA 18h 02m 25s
Dec -23 degrees 01m 04s

HD 164492 multiple
star components

What is it? Barnard’s Star is a low mass red dwarf star, and is the 5th closest star to Earth, after the Sun and the three
stars of the Alpha Centauri system.
Why you want to see it: It has a proper motion of 10.3 arc seconds a year, meaning its motion against the background
stars can be visually tracked every few months. This is the largest proper motion of any star relative to Earth, and is
named after EE Barnard, who first measured its proper motion in 1916. (Also, the galaxy CGCG 56-3 marked below is
magnitude 15.6.)
Minimum aperture needed: At magnitude 9.5V, Barnard’s Star can be easily seen with a 3 inch telescope.
Mark its location on the chart below, and for your own edification keep doing so for the next 20 years or so.
Criteria for successful observation: See the star and carefully mark it's location on the photo below.
Ophiuchus RA 17h 57m 46s Dec +04 degrees 44m 45s (Barnard’s Star will be in the white dashed circle below)

 Arp 71 (NGC 6045 and NGC 6045B)
 Arp 172 (IC 1178 and IC 1181)
 Arp 272 (NGC 6050 and IC 1179)
 Arp 122 (NGC 6040A and B)
What are they? The Hercules Galaxy Cluster (Abell 2151) is about 500 million lights years away, and contains four Arp
peculiar galaxy pairs.
Why you want to see it: This is the tightest grouping of Arp peculiar galaxies, and Abell 2151 is a rich galaxy cluster.
Minimum aperture needed: An expert observer will need a 14 inch scope or larger to see each galaxy in all four pairs.
Arp 71 (NGC 6045 and NGC 6045B) magnitudes 13.9 and 17.1
Arp 172 (IC 1178 and IC 1181) magnitudes 15.2 and 16.8
Arp 272 (NGC 6050 and IC 1179) magnitudes 15.4 and 16.0
Arp 122 (NGC 6040A and B) magnitudes 15.1 and 14.9
Criteria for successful observation: See both galaxies in each of the four Arp pairs .
Hercules RA16h 05m 07s Dec +17 degrees 44m 30s (approximate center of the galaxy cluster)

What is it? NGC 5996/5994 (Arp 72) are M51 type interacting galaxies.
Why you want to see it: 152 million light years away, these interacting galaxies are similar to the famous M51 but are
over four times further away.
Minimum aperture needed: A 6 inch telescope can see NGC 5996 at magnitude 12.6 and an 8 inch can see NGC 5994 at
magnitude 15.0. An 18 inch scope will be needed to see the tidal tail connecting the two galaxies.
Criteria for successful observation: See both galaxies. Tidal tail is optional.
Serpens
RA 15h 46m 59s
Dec +17 degrees 53m 03s

Colorized DSS image

What are they? PGC 54876, PGC54881 and PGC54883 are the brightest galaxies in Abell 2065, the Corona Borealis
Galaxy Cluster. They’re magnitudes 15.4, 15.7 and 15.4, respectively.
Why you want to see it: They’re 1.1 billion light years away, and PGC 54876 is historically significant. In 1935 Milton
Humason measured its redshift as part of a study of galaxy clusters that helped extend the famous velocity / distance
property of the universe, an important step toward our current understanding of its expansion.
Minimum aperture needed: For an expert observer under perfect sky at high altitude, perhaps an 8 inch scope could
detect PGC 54876, PGC 54881 and PGC 54883. Under a normal OSP sky, a 10 inch scope might show them.
Criteria for successful observation: See the three galaxies listed above.
Corona Borealis RA 15h 22m 24s Dec +27 degrees 42m 51s (for PGC 54876)

Image of Abell 2065 by Bob Franke

What is it? A quasar, which is a relativistic jet pointed in our direction, formed by a supermassive black hole in the
center of a galaxy. It is located 16.2 billion light years away (proper distance) in Bootes and is magnitude 16.6.
Why you want to see it: At 16.2 billion light years distant, Markarian 679 may be the farthest thing you’ll ever see, and
the oldest photons to ever enter your eye. But how can it be 16.2 billion light years away if the universe is 13.8 billion
years old? Because of inflation and the expansion of the universe since the Big Bang, the observable universe is now
much larger than the actual time it took Markarian 679’s light to travel 9.3 billion years.
Minimum aperture needed: An experienced observer should be able to see Mrk 679 with a 16 inch telescope.
Criteria for successful observation: See the star-like point of the quasar.
Bootes RA 14h 23m 26s
Dec +32 degrees 52m 20s

What is it? Mrk 205 is quasar near the galaxy NGC 4319 – and a really cool object with a great story behind it.
Why you want to see it: 77 million light years away, NGC 4319 is a disturbed barred spiral galaxy. Seemingly right next
to it is Markarian 205, a quasar, but its red shift indicates it’s about 900 million light years away. Astronomer Halton Arp
suspected that Mrk 205 had been ejected from NGC 4319, and the speed of its ejection caused the discrepancy in red
shift and distances. Measurements by the HST have shown that’s not the case though and that Mrk 205 really is much
further away than NGC 4319. This is one of the objects Arp bet his theory of discordant red shifts – and his career - on.
Minimum aperture needed: NGC 4319 is magnitude 12.8 and can be seen in a 6 inch scope. Mrk 205 is magnitude 14.5
and can be seen in an 8 inch scope.
Criteria for successful observation: See the quasar and NGC 4319. The companion to the quasar is optional.
Draco
RA 12h 21m 44s
Dec +75 degrees 18m 39s

Inset photo: HST image of Markarian 205. The small oval galaxy at lower right is Mrk 205 and the star-like
pint on its left edge is its companion. The large galaxy in the center is NGC 4319.

What is it? The Pleiades Bubble is the easiest part of the Interstellar Medium (ISM) to see visually. The ISM is a mix of
interstellar gas and dust that pervades the Milky Way.
Why you want to see it: The Pleiades Bubble surrounds one of the most iconic objects in the sky but observations are
rare. Discovered in 1863 by Hermann Goldschmitt with a 105mm (4 inch) refractor at 36x, he wrote: “While drawing the
Pleiades I have just this moment made the discovery that they are completely surrounded on all sides by a nebula. This
appearance is relatively easy to confirm, but the details demand attentiveness.”
It’s been forgotton and rediscovered at least twice since then, most recently by Mel Bartels in 2014 with his 6 inch f2.8
Dob. The Pleiades Bubble is subtle but it can be seen on a less than ideal OSP night with the proper telescope.
The brighter nebulosity around the brightest stars of the Pleiades will be obvious by comparison.
Try looking for the dark areas first, and then the very soft glowing brighter areas. Use the photo below as a guide, and
take your time. Once you see it you may wonder why you didn’t before.
It’s also a good reminder to make a practice of looking around other well-known objects for surprises.
Minimum aperture needed: A short focus telescope (30” or shorter focal length) with a wide angle eyepiece giving a 2
to 4 degree true field of view is ideal for this observation, but use what you have. Big binoculars might work too.
Criteria for successful observation: See the dark and brighter areas of the ISM bubble surrounding the Pleiades.
Taurus RA 03h 47m 29s Dec +24 degrees 06m 18s (center of the Pleiades)

Photo by Nicolas Villegas

 NGC 253 dwarf galaxy, [BGK2008] S072
 NGC 253 barred spiral shape
What are they? NGC 253 is a starburst, barred spiral galaxy, and the dwarf galaxy [BGK2008] S072 is a satellite of 253.
Why you want to see it: About 11.4 million light years away, NGC 253 (magnitude 8.0) and its dwarf galaxy (magnitude
unknown) are a contrast in size, brightness and visibility. Observations of [BGK2008] S072 are rare – can you see it?
Minimum aperture needed: An 18 inch telescope will show the dwarf galaxy on a really good night, and NGC 253 can be
seen in any size telescope. An expert observer should be able to see the barred spiral shape in a 12 inch scope.
Criteria for successful observation: See the dwarf galaxy and the highly titled barred spiral shape of NGC 253.
Sculptor RA 00h 47m 33s Dec -25 degrees 17m 18s (center of NGC 253)
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